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Abstract

A Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of a subsonic round jet with a Mach number of 0.9 and a Reynolds number of 65000 is presented. The numerical code is built using specific techniques of Computational AeroAcoustics (CAA), in order to provide directly the radiated sound field on a computational domain including the acoustic far-field. The aim of this study is to show the feasibility of LES combined with CAA methods, to determine for a subsonic jet both the turbulent flow and the radiated acoustic field with a high accuracy. The aerodynamic properties of the jet, such as meanflow parameters and turbulent intensities, are in very good agreement with experimental data. The sound field generated by the jet is obtained directly in the simulation and investigated. Acoustic sources in the jet are located around the end of the potential core, consistently with experimental observations. Radiation directivity and sound levels are compared successfully with corresponding measurements.

1. Introduction

Reduction of jet noise requires reliable prediction methods accounting for all phenomena responsible for sound generation and propagation. Since acoustic sources are found in turbulent regions, it is necessary to know precisely the aerodynamic field to identify noise generation mechanisms. Also properties of the acoustic fluctuations, such as the long-range propagation of sound waves, are greatly different from those of the aerodynamic field. Thus approaches specific to aeroacoustics have been developed.

Initially, hybrid approaches such as Lighthill’s analogy have been proposed, consisting of two-step calculations separating noise generation and propagation. The aerodynamic field is determined in a first step, and introduced as acoustic source terms in a sound propagation method to obtain the noise radiation in a second step. This approach allows one to use methods well suited to the aerodynamic and acoustic calculations respectively. But it has also two failures restricting its application: the first one is associated with the modelling of source terms, and the second one with the acoustic-flow interactions which are generally not included properly in the wave operator.

An alternative to hybrid approaches, linked to recent progress in numerical simulation, is the direct calculation of sound from the resolution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The objective is to determine both the aerodynamic field and the acoustic waves directly. The computed acoustic field is a priori exact because no acoustic model is used, and all flow effects on wave propagation are taken into account. However, this direct acoustic approach must face serious numerical issues, owing to the great disparity of levels and length scales between the acoustic and aerodynamic fields. This has led to the development of techniques specific to Computational AeroAcoustics (CAA), such as non dispersive and non dissipative numerical schemes, or non-reflective boundary conditions. The challenge is to implement them in Navier-Stokes simulations to compute both the turbulent flow and the radiated acoustic field.

The direct calculation of sound must also naturally meet the difficulties of three-dimensional flow simulations. Three approaches are commonly used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. The first one, the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), consists in calculating all turbulent scales. It was applied suc-
cessfully by Freund et al.\textsuperscript{4,5} to determine the noise radiated by supersonic and subsonic round jets. Nevertheless, DNS is restricted to low Reynolds numbers, and turbulence modelling is necessary to simulate higher Reynolds number flows characterized by a wider range of scales. In Large Eddy Simulation (LES), only larger scales are calculated whereas the effects of smaller ones are assigned to a sub-grid scale model. It is also possible to solve the unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) using turbulence closures. Applications of these last two methods have been investigated respectively by Morris et al.,\textsuperscript{7} with the calculation by LES of the radiation of a supersonic rectangular jet, and by Shen & Tam,\textsuperscript{7} with the study of screech tones generation in a round jet using unsteady RANS. These approaches are still to be applied very carefully, because the modelling of a part of the turbulence is likely to modify aerodynamic sound sources.

In this study, a Large Eddy Simulation of a subsonic round jet, with a Mach number of 0.9 and a Reynolds number of 65000 is performed. It is the natural continuation in 3-D of a preliminary work dealing with the computation of the sound radiated by a subsonic mixing layer using the ALESIA code.\textsuperscript{8} The aim is, by making use of CAA methods in a Large Eddy Simulation, to obtain for a subsonic jet the aerodynamic flow properties as well as the radiated sound field, and to validate both of them by comparison with experimental data.

This paper is organized as follows. Governing equations and numerical techniques implemented in the ALESIA code are presented in section 2. In section 3, we describe the jet characteristics and the simulation parameters. Next, aerodynamic results are shown in section 4. Then, the radiated acoustic field is investigated in section 5. Finally, concluding remarks are given in section 6.

2. Numerical simulation algorithm

2.1 Governing equations

The full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are written in a conservative form. In cartesian coordinates, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial U}{\partial t} + \sum_{i=1}^{3} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{3} \frac{\partial U_j}{\partial x_i} \right) F_j &= \sum_{i=1}^{3} \frac{\partial U_i}{\partial x_i} G_i
\end{align*}
\]

where \( U = (\rho, u_1, u_2, u_3, \rho v) \) is the unknown vector, \( F_j = \left( \rho u_j, \rho u_j u_i, (\rho + p) u_j \right) \) and \( G_i = \left( \rho u_i, \rho u_i u_j, (\rho + p) u_i \right) \) are the Euler and viscous fluxes, respectively. The system (1) is completed by the definition of the total specific energy for a perfect gas

\[
\rho e = \frac{p}{\gamma - 1} + \frac{1}{2} \rho (u_1^2 + u_2^2 + u_3^2)
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the specific heat ratio, and \( p \) the pressure. Thus Euler fluxes are written as

\[
\begin{align*}
E_j &= \left( \rho u_j, \rho u_j u_i, (\rho + p) u_j \right) \\
F_j &= \left( \rho u_j, \rho u_j u_i, (\rho + p) u_j \right)
\end{align*}
\]

and viscous fluxes as

\[
\begin{align*}
E_v &= \left( 0, \tau_{11}, \tau_{12}, \tau_{13}, u_i \tau_{1i} \right) \\
F_v &= \left( 0, \tau_{21}, \tau_{22}, \tau_{23}, u_i \tau_{2i} \right) \\
G_v &= \left( 0, \tau_{31}, \tau_{32}, \tau_{33}, u_i \tau_{3i} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

The viscous stress tensor \( \tau_{ij} \) is defined by \( \tau_{ij} = 2\mu S_{ij} \) where \( \mu \) is the dynamic molecular viscosity, and \( S_{ij} \) the deviatoric part of the deformation stress tensor given by

\[
S_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} - \frac{2}{3} \delta_{ij} \frac{\partial u_k}{\partial x_k} \right)
\]

2.2 Numerical scheme

The numerical algorithm experimented to solve the 2-D Navier-Stokes equations\textsuperscript{8} is implemented in the 3-D case. This high-order, non-dispersive and non-dissipative, scheme has shown in 2-D its capacity to compute the sound waves with accuracy, despite the difference of magnitude between aerodynamic and acoustic fields. It combines the DRP scheme of Tam & Webb\textsuperscript{9} for space discretization with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm for time integration. A selective damping\textsuperscript{8} is also used to filter out short waves not supported by the scheme.
The mesh is non uniform, because different discretizations are required in the aerodynamic near-field and in the acoustic far-field.

2.3 Boundary Conditions

The 2-D formulation proposed by Tam & Dong\textsuperscript{10} is extended to the 3-D case. These boundary conditions are built from the asymptotic solution of Euler's equations in the acoustic far-field, and allow to minimize acoustic reflections generated when fluctuations leave out the computational domain.

Into the inflow and the lateral sides of the computational domain, only acoustic fluctuations are reaching the boundaries. Radiation boundary conditions, defined by the differential system governing the behaviour of acoustic perturbations in the far-field, are thus applied. They are written, in spherical coordinates, as

\[
\frac{1}{v_g} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \begin{pmatrix} \rho \\ u_1 \\ u_2 \\ u_3 \\ p \end{pmatrix} + \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r} \right) \begin{pmatrix} \rho - \bar{p} \\ u_1 - \bar{u}_1 \\ u_2 - \bar{u}_2 \\ u_3 - \bar{u}_3 \\ p - \bar{p} \end{pmatrix} = 0
\]

where \( v_g \) is the acoustic group velocity, and \( \bar{\rho}, \bar{u}_1, \bar{u}_2, \bar{\rho} \) and \( \bar{p} \) are the mean density, velocity components and pressure respectively. These mean quantities are computed during the simulation.

Into the outflow, aerodynamic fluctuations convected by the flow are also leaving the computational domain. The first four equations are modified to enable the exit of vortical or entropic perturbations. The outflow boundary conditions are written as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \bar{u} \nabla \left( \rho - \bar{p} \right) &= \frac{1}{c_s^2} \left( \frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \bar{u} \nabla \left( \rho - \bar{p} \right) \right) \\
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \bar{u}_i \nabla \left( u_i - \bar{u}_i \right) &= -\frac{1}{\bar{\rho}} \frac{\partial (p - \bar{p})}{\partial x_i} \quad \left( i = 1, 2, 3 \right) \\
\frac{1}{v_g} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (p - \bar{p})}{\partial r} + \frac{(p - \bar{p})}{r} &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

where \( c_s = \sqrt{\gamma \bar{p} / \rho} \) is the mean sound speed.

The efficiency of the boundary conditions is estimated with two test cases.\textsuperscript{11} The first case is a purely acoustic problem with the propagation of a three-dimensional acoustic pulse in an uniform Mach 0.5 flow. Acoustic perturbations are leaving out the computational domain without significant reflections. In the second case, aerodynamic perturbations are considered with the convection of a vortex ring in a uniform Mach 0.5 flow. The exit of this vortical structure generates weak spurious waves, but which are not negligible in comparison with the physical sound field characterized by small amplitudes. Similar results were found for the 2-D formulation of Tam & Dong boundary conditions.\textsuperscript{11} A sponge zone is therefore implemented in the outflow direction to dissipate aerodynamic fluctuations before they reach the boundary, and to filter out possible reflected waves.\textsuperscript{3} It is based on the combination of grid stretching with the introduction of an artificial damping term in system (1).

2.4 Subgrid Scale Model

The resolution of Navier-Stokes equations requires the calculation of all turbulent scales. These Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) are thus restricted to low Reynolds number flows.

To simulate flows at higher Reynolds number, a possibility is to compute only the larger structures, and to take into account of the effects of smaller scales via a subgrid scale model. This method is referred to as Large Eddy Simulation (LES). A turbulent viscosity \( \mu_t \) ensures dissipation of the smaller unresolved structures. Basically, \( \mu \) is replaced by \( \mu + \mu_t \) in system (1). Various models have been built to determine an expression of this turbulent viscosity. To keep the problem as simple as possible for aerodynamics, we choose Smagorinsky's model\textsuperscript{12}

\[
\mu_t = \rho (C_s \Delta_s)^2 \sqrt{2S_{ij}S_{ij}}
\]

where the Smagorinsky constant is taken to be \( C_s = 0.18 \), and the characteristic grid length is

\[
\Delta_s = \sqrt{\Delta x_1 \Delta x_2 \Delta x_3}
\]

3. Flow simulation

3.1 Flow parameters

The inflow axial velocity \( u(r) \) of the jet is given by the following hyperbolic-tangent profile

\[
u (r) = \frac{U_j}{2} + \frac{U_j}{2} \tanh \left( \frac{r_0 - r}{2 \delta_y} \right)
\]

where \( U_j \) is the inflow centerline velocity, \( \delta_y \) the initial momentum thickness of the shear layer, and \( r_0 \) the jet radius.

The jet Mach number \( M_j \) is taken as 0.9, and the fluid surrounding the jet is initially at rest. The choice of this Mach number is justified by the amount of experimental studies available in the literature, providing both aerodynamic results,\textsuperscript{13} and acoustic
results. This Mach number allows also a high
convection speed of turbulent structures, which re-
duces computation time. We can notice that the first
numerical simulation of a subsonic jet, to determine
directly its radiated field involves a Mach number
0.9 jet. It is the DNS of a Reynolds number 3600 jet
carried out by Freund. The jet Reynolds number, based on the jet di-

meter and defined by \( \text{Re}_D = U_D / \nu \), is equal
to \( \text{Re}_D = 65000 \). It is higher than Reynolds num-
bers affordable in DNS, but still lower than values
of practical interest, typically \( \text{Re}_D \geq 10^5 \).

The ratio between the initial jet radius and the
initial momentum thickness of the shear layer is also
an important parameter. Transition from laminar
flow to a fully turbulent jet is greatly dependent on
its value. In this study, the ratio \( \delta_i / r_0 \) is 0.05, that
enables the development of vortical structures in the
shear zones, before turbulent mixing occurs on the
whole radial section of the jet corresponding to the
dend of the potential core.

3.2 Numerical specifications

The computational mesh consists of \( 255 \times 187 \times 127 \) points in the three coordinate directions. Owing
to computer limitations inherent in 3-D calculations,
meshes are significantly stretched as represented in
Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Visualization of the x - y and y - z sections of the cartesian mesh grid. Only every sixth line in the three coordinate directions is shown.](image)

Points are clustered radially in the jet, with 26
points in the initial jet radius. The minimum mesh
spacing \( \Delta r_0 \), found around \( r = r_0 \), is chosen to be
\( \delta_i = 1.6 \Delta r_0 \), so that there are about ten grid points
in the initial shear. Outside the jet, mesh spacing
increases rapidly, to reach a value of \( \Delta r_{\text{max}} = 0.4 r_0 \)
in the far-field. This mesh spacing \( \Delta r_{\text{max}} \) allows
an accurate sound propagation up to a frequency

\[ \text{corresponding to a cut-off Strouhal number } St_c = \frac{f_c \times D}{U_j} \approx 1.1. \]

In the flow direction, mesh spacing is constant
up to \( x = 20 r_0 \), with \( \Delta x = 3 \Delta r_0 \). Then, meshes are
stretched for the 40 last points with \( \Delta x_{\text{max}} = 0.5 \Delta r_0 \)
in order to build up a sponge zone. Following the technique used in a previous study, an
artificial damping term is progressively added in the
sponge zone. It is only applied in the flow region
using a radial weighting. Thus, the physical part of the
computational domain extends in the axial di-
rection up to \( x = 20 r_0 \) for the aerodynamic field,
and up to \( x = 30 r_0 \) for the acoustic far-field.

The mesh grid is refined enough to calculate ac-

curately large turbulent structures. The subgrid scale
viscosity is around 10 times the molecular viscosity,
which is small compared to values usually found.
That may prevent the subgrid model from being un-
suited or from generating parasitic noise.

The time step is defined by \( \Delta t = 0.7 \Delta t_0 / \nu \). The
selective damping is applied two times per iteration
with a mesh Reynolds number \( R_s = 5 \), to ensure the
numerical stability of the simulation in presence of three-dimensional turbulence. The simulation runs for 30000 iterations, the calculation of statistical means starting after 5000 iterations. Consequently, the simulation time corresponds to \( 22 \times L / \nu \), where \( L = 30 r_0 \) is the grid length in the
axial direction. The computation is 15 hours long
on a Nec SN-5, with a CPU time of 0.3\,\mu s per grid
point and per iteration, and a CPU speed of 5000
Mflops.

3.3 Inflow forcing

The jet is forced using a random excitation to ob-
tain its natural development. Velocity fluctuations
are added into the inflow to seed the turbulence in the
jet. They are negligible in order to minimize the
production of spurious acoustic waves. These
vertical perturbations are generated by the follow-
ing process.

First a vortex ring of radius \( r_0 \) is built up near the
inflow at \( x = 0.8 r_0 \). It has a longitudinal and a
radial velocity, but no azimuthal one. The \( n^{th} \) spatial mode of the excitation is then obtained
from this basic vortex ring by multiplying with the
function \( \cos(n \theta) \). In this study, the jet is excited
using the first tenth modes.

This ring excitation is only applied in the shear
layer, that is the most unstable region of the jet. In
these shear zones, turbulent intensities generated by
the forcing are around 3%, which is similar to in-
tensities observed experimentally at jet nozzle exits.
Thus, it allows to start properly the transition to turbulence in the jet.

4. Aerodynamic results

4.1 Flow development

Figure 2 displays the vorticity fields provided by LES. The longitudinal vorticity field $\omega_y$ shows that vortical structures are generated in the two shear layers, which grow initially rather independently. The shear zones begin to interact in the vicinity of $x = 10r_0$, indicating the end of the potential core of the jet. Then, a developed turbulence is found downstream, illustrated by the transversal vorticity field $\omega_x$, and characterized by a typical three-dimensional mixing. We can also observe that aerodynamic fluctuations are dissipated by the sponge zone from $x = 20r_0$.

![Figure 2: Snapshots of the vorticity field. Upper picture, $\omega_y$ in the $x-y$ plane at $z = 0$; bottom picture, $\omega_x$ in the $y-z$ plane at $x = 12r_0$. Levels are given in s$^{-1}$.
](image)

It is in accordance with experimental descriptions of fluid entrainment mechanism, responsible for the increase of jet flow rate. The boundary conditions implemented in the simulation allow the incoming fluid in the computational domain to feed the flow. This result is essential to obtain flow characteristics conform to experiments.

![Figure 3: Visualization of mean flow. ———., 10 contours of the mean longitudinal velocity defined from 0.05 to 0.95 $U_j$; ———, 5 mean streamlines.
](image)

Figures 4 illustrates computed mean flow properties. In particular, the linear growth of different mean parameters is found in the jet region where turbulence is developed, which corresponds to the assumption of self-similar mean profiles.

In this region, the mean centerline velocity $U_c$ follows a $x^{-1}$ decay in the axial direction, which can be written as

$$U_c = B \times \frac{D}{x - x_0}$$

where $x_0$ is the virtual origin, and $B$ is the decay constant. Figure 4(a) presents the longitudinal evolution of the inverse of the mean centerline velocity normalized with the inflow velocity $U_j$. Its value is 1 in the potential core, and it grows linearly afterwards, confirming the $x^{-1}$ decay of $U_c$. The constant $B$ is 5.5, with a virtual origin at $x_0 = 0$. It is consistent with measurements of Wygnanski & Fiedler,\textsuperscript{17} Pandapakesan & Lumley\textsuperscript{18} and Hussein et al.\textsuperscript{19} as well as DNS results of Boersma et al.\textsuperscript{20} reported in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Re_{1D}$</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$8.6 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>Wygnanski et al.\textsuperscript{17}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>Pandapakesan et al.\textsuperscript{18}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9.5 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>Hussein et al.\textsuperscript{19}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.4 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>Boersma et al.\textsuperscript{20}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6.5 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>Present simulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mean flow parameters obtained from different experiments, DNS, and present simulation.

In the same way, the half-width of the jet, $\delta_{1/2}$, defined as the distance from the axis for which the
mean longitudinal velocity is half the centerline velocity, grows linearly in the jet self-similar region as

$$\delta_{f/2} = A \times (x - x_0)$$

where $A$ is the spreading rate of the jet. In Figure 4(b), we show the longitudinal evolution of the jet half-width normalized with the initial radius $r_0$. Its value is 1 as long as no vortical structures are created in the shear layers, and then increases slowly at their appearance around $x = 6r_0$. Afterwards, the jet spreads linearly in the turbulent region, with a rate $A$ equal to 0.006, that is in agreement with experimental and numerical data of Table 1.

Finally, owing to the $x^{-1}$ decay of the centerline velocity and to the linear spreading of the jet, the axial mean flow rate $Q$ must also grow linearly as

$$\frac{Q}{Q_0} = C \times \frac{x - x_0}{D}$$

where $Q_0$ is the inflow rate, and $C$ is the entrainment rate. Figure 4(c) displays the longitudinal evolution of the mean flow rate normalized with $Q_0$. This ratio grows regularly, since the entrainment of the surrounding fluid occurs from the inflow of the computational domain. Nevertheless, the growth is linear only after the end of the potential core, with an entrainment rate $C$ around 0.32. Experimental values of the entrainment rates are rare in the literature, because they are difficult to measure. Ricou & Spalding[21] have however succeeded in determining the mass entrainment rates of jets between different fluids. In the air-air case, they have found a rate of 0.32, which is the same as that given by the simulation.

The mean velocity properties of the jet calculated by LES are therefore in very good agreement with corresponding data available in the literature.

### 4.3 Turbulent Intensities

Turbulent intensities of aerodynamic perturbations provided by LES are now investigated. The longitudinal intensity $\sigma_{uu}$, radial intensity $\sigma_{uv}$ and azimuthal intensity $\sigma_{wv}$ are calculated in the $x-y$ plane at $z = 0$, using velocity fluctuations $u'$, $v'$ at $w'$. They are written as

$$\sigma_{uu} = \frac{\sqrt{u'^2}}{U_c} \quad \sigma_{uv} = \frac{\sqrt{v'^2}}{U_c} \quad \sigma_{wv} = \frac{\sqrt{w'^2}}{U_c}$$

The turbulent intensity $\sigma_{uv}$ is also defined by

$$\sigma_{uv} = \frac{\sqrt{u'v'}}{U_c}$$
These intensities are normalized with the local centerline longitudinal velocity, according to usual representation.

Radial profiles of the four turbulent intensities are shown in Figures 5 and 6 at five locations between $x = 15r_0$ and $x = 20r_0$, as function of the non-dimensional coordinate $y/(x-x_0)$. Profiles are well superimposed, in agreement with the self-similarity of fully turbulent jet. The mean profiles calculated between $x = 15r_0$ and $x = 20r_0$ are also plotted as solid lines. Results are very close to measurements, and mean calculated curves stand between two experimental profiles provided by Panchapakesan & Lumley and by Hussein et al.

Turbulence levels supplied by the LES are compared successfully with experimental data. In particular, the use of the Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model has not brought a too high dissipation of turbulent structures. This model is actually suited to the jet configuration, where the Boussinesq hypothesis is valid and fine turbulence is quasi-isotropic.

4.4 Turbulent spectrum

Turbulence is fully developed at the point located at $y = r_0$, $z = 0$ and $x = 16.8r_0$. The turbulent kinetic energy spectrum $E(k_t)$ is then calculated at this point, and plotted in Figure 7. The Taylor hypothesis of frozen turbulence is applied to estimate $E(k_t)$ from the temporal spectrum $E(f)$. In practice, the usual relation $k_t = 2\pi f/\bar{u}$ is used.

The grid cut-off wave number $k_c$, is given by $k_c = 2\pi/(6\Delta_x)$, where $\Delta_x$ is the local mean mesh spacing. It corresponds to the highest wave number well supported by the numerical algorithm, with $6$ points per wavelength. As expected, the spectrum $E(k_t)$ decreases rapidly in the vicinity of $k_c$. The grid cut-off is also related to a Strouhal number $St_c = 2.5$, so that predominant sound sources, typically found between $0.1 < St < 1$ in a jet, will not be affected significantly by the LES filtering.

The cut-off of the turbulent spectrum is located in the $k^{-5/3}$ inertial zone, where the kinetic energy is transferred from large structures to dissipative fine scales. That is one assumption of the Smagorinsky subgrid scale model.

5. Direct calculation of the acoustic field

5.1 Dilatation field

Figure 8 displays the dilatation field $\Theta = \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u}$ provided directly by LES. Dilatation accounts only for compressible fluctuations, and is also connected...
to the acoustic pressure outside the flow region, where the meanflow is negligible, by the formula

$$\Theta = \nabla \cdot u = -\frac{1}{\rho_0 c_0^2} \frac{\partial p}{\partial t}$$

Dilatation is thus proportional to the time derivative of the acoustic pressure outside the jet. Its use allows to eliminate the mean pressure field, and to filter very low frequency oscillations.

Figure 6: Radial profiles of the turbulent intensity $\sigma_{uu}$. See Figure 5 for the meaning of various curves and symbols.

Figure 8: Snapshot of the dilatation field $\Theta = \nabla \cdot u$ in the acoustic region, and of the vorticity field $\omega_{xy}$ in the aerodynamic region, in the $x-y$ plane at $z = 0$. The dilatation color scale is defined for levels from -90 to 90 $s^{-1}$, the vorticity scale is the same as in Figure 2.

This figure demonstrates that the dilatation field is not contaminated by parasitic waves generated by the inflow excitation or by the exit of turbulent structures of the computational domain. Wave fronts are mainly coming from an origin located around $x = 11r_0$, in the region where the mixing layers are merging. It can be noted that predominant acoustic sources are located around the end of the potential core. This agrees both with the results of the recent DNS performed by Fremin and with the measurements of Chiu & Kaplan and Juvé et al. using various source localization techniques. Moreover, the computed radiated field is more pronounced in the downstream direction, in accordance with experimental directivities.

5.2 Pressure field properties

In order to determine the sound levels, the time evolution of pressure is recorded in the acoustic far-
field, at different points along the boundaries of the computational domain. Figure 9 plots the fluctuating pressure obtained during 4000 iterations at \( x = 10r_0, y = 24r_0 \) and \( z = 0 \). Very low frequency oscillations are visible, with an amplitude higher than that of physical waves. We suppose that these spurious oscillations are due to reflections coming from the outflow boundary. The sponge zone being built up over only 40 points, the low frequency waves supported by the maximum mesh spacing in the longitudinal direction may not be dissipated enough by the artificial damping term.

![Figure 9: Time evolution of the fluctuating pressure recorded at the point located at \( x = 10r_0, y = 24r_0 \) and \( z = 0 \), during 4000 iterations.](image)

This property is also observed in Figure 10, presenting the pressure spectrum in dB at the point considered in Figure 9. The spectrum increases rapidly to the low frequencies from a Strouhal number \( St \approx 0.1 \). This low frequency behavior was previously found in numerical studies of Zhang et al.\(^{24}\) and of Shieh & Morris\(^{29}\) dealing with the computation of noise generated by flows past a cavity. Moreover, the spectrum decreases sharply around a Strouhal number of 1, in the vicinity of the grid cut-off frequency in the acoustic far-field. For \( 0.1 < St < 1 \), the spectrum appears actually as a typical jet noise spectrum with a peak around \( St \approx 0.3 \).

### 5.3 Sound pressure level

Following Zhang et al.\(^{24}\), the physical part and the spurious low frequency part of the spectrum are distinguished to calculate the Sound Pressure Level (SPL). The pressure spectrum is therefore integrated from a Strouhal number \( St = 0.15 \). The radiation of experimental jets concerns mainly a frequency range of \( 0.2 < St < 1 \).\(^{14-16,23}\) The sound contribution of the low frequency part of the physical radiated field, neglected in our calculation, is not predominant. By this way, the computed SPL are very close to those obtained if the whole physical spectrum were integrated.

SPL are estimated at a distance of \( 60r_0 \) from the inflow, to enable the comparison with measurements taking the jet nozzle exit as origin of the directivity. The \( r^{-1} \) decay of acoustic waves is used from the sound sources located at \( x = 11r_0 \) to the different far-field recording points. Figure 11 shows the calculated SPL, and experimental data for various Reynolds numbers, reported in Table 2. The agreement between numerical sound levels and measurements is excellent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( M )</th>
<th>( Re_D )</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>( 5.4 \times 10^7 )</td>
<td>Mollo-Christensen et al.(^{14})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^5 )</td>
<td>Lush(^{15})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>Stromberg et al.(^{16})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>( 6.5 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>Present simulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Some jets with Mach numbers similar to the Mach number of the present simulation, for which the radiated sound field has been measured.

The acoustic level reaches a peak around an angle of 30°, and it decreases for angles closer to the jet axis, which can be attributed to flow refraction effects. Furthermore, the acoustic radiation is much more marked in the downstream direction, with upstream sound levels at least 10 dB inferior to the highest value obtained downstream.

The sound field provided by LES compares successfully with measurements in terms of directivity and levels. Despite the problem associated with the
Figure 11: Sound pressure level as function of angle $\theta$ measured from the jet axis, at 60$\text{hr}$ from the jet nozzle. Experimental data by: $\circ$, Mollo-Christensen et al.$^{14}$; $\ast$, Lush$^{15}$; $\times$, Stromberg et al.$^{16}$

spurious very low frequency oscillations, the radiated field is correctly calculated. Predominant noise generation mechanisms are well described in the numerical simulation. They seem to be relatively independent of the Reynolds number, considering the similarity between the noise radiation of jets with very different Reynolds numbers from $3000$ up to $5.4 \times 10^5$.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a Large Eddy Simulation of a 3-D round jet with a Mach number of 0.9 and a Reynolds number of 65000 has been presented. The simulation is based on CAA numerical methods in order to compute directly the aerodynamic noise. Implementation and results of the calculation are presented.

Specific CAA techniques, such as the numerical algorithm or the non-reflecting boundary conditions, initially developed to propagate accurately sound waves using Linearized Euler’s equations, are capable of solving the full Navier-Stokes equations in order to simulate turbulent flows.

Aerodynamic properties of the jet, namely mean flow parameters and turbulent intensities, are in very good agreement with experimental data of the literature. The acoustic field radiated by the jet is also directly given by the LES. Sound sources in the jet are found at the end of the potential core, as shown experimentally. The integration of the physical spectrum provides sound pressure levels and directivity reproducing well experimental results.

This study shows the feasibility of the direct calculation of the acoustic field generated by subsonic flows using LES. The excellent concordance with measurements supports that aerodynamic and acoustic mechanisms are well accounted for by our simulation. In that way, further works will investigate the generation mechanisms of jet noise.
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